The Feasibility of Long Cycle Time Synchronization for Wireless Sensor Networks
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Abstract. Energy efficiency has received extensive attention in energy-constrained Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). As is known, radio communication accounts for major energy consumption of wireless device and the control of radio transmitter can make effective function with energy efficiency system. In this paper we test and analyse the relationship between precision and synchronization rate and we also give an initial model denote for the relationship among synchronous cycle, time error and energy consumption. The experiments and analysis in the paper show the feasibility of long cycle time synchronization for WSNs under certain limitation and the result will be helpful for the time synchronization method with low energy consumption.

Introduction

WSNs consist of large populations of wirelessly connected nodes, capable of computation, communication, and sensing. Although each sensor node is equipped with a hardware clock, these hardware clocks can usually not be used directly, as they suffer from severe drifts. No matter how well these hardware clocks will be calibrated at deployment, the clocks will ultimately exhibit a large skew. In order to get an accurate common time, nodes need to exchange messages from time to time, constantly adjusting their clock values.

Influences on Time-Synchronization

Clocks in nodes, in general, based on crystal oscillators which provide a local time for each network node. The time in a node clock corresponds to a counter that gets incremented with crystal oscillators and is known as software clock. The software clock must be increased by the interrupt handler every time an interrupt occurs. Most hardware oscillators are not so precise because the frequency which
makes time increase is never exactly right. For example if we use an oscillator with a frequency deviation of 0.001%, the hardware clock would have a clock error of about one second per day \[^3\]. The Node time expression is usually written as the equation (3) \[^4\].

\[ T_i(t) = \beta_i + \lambda_i t + \gamma_i t^2 \cdots \]  

\[ \text{(3)} \]

Some protocols such as TPSN use constant model (\( \alpha_i=0 \) and \( \gamma_i=0 \)) that concern noting more than time offset between two clocks. Several protocols such as FTSP employ linear model (\( \gamma_i=0 \)) and estimation of \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_i \) is readily accomplished via linear regression (least squares). Such treatment method is optional if the error is Gaussian and the method can provide good estimator for the common error. However if the skew and offset are varying with time, the time model needs to be updated to a quadratic model. As \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_i \) change during the observation interval, the linear model would bring additional error. In this case, a quadratic model can be used to detect clock drift \[^5\]. Without concern the drift between two clocks, constant model should exchange messages from time to time, constantly adjusting their clock values. A quadratic model will lead to higher computational complexity and this is not suitable for resource constrained wireless sensor networks. Current state-of-the-art linear model is widely used for time synchronization in WSNs, and the design such as FTSP can optimize the clock skew to get good performance in WSNs.

Generally speaking, synchronization cycle and synchronization precision is a pair of contradictions exists: when synchronization cycle increases, synchronization accuracy is low, and vice versa. So it is very necessary to study the relationship between synchronization cycle and synchronization error.

### The Relationship between precision and synchronization Rate

Since energy is an important factor for WSNs and the synchronization cycle will greatly effect energy consumption as depicted in \[^6\], so it is essential to employ the cycle as large as possible to save energy. But this does not mean the bigger the better for the synchronization cycles, for the greater periods will bring the worse errors. We summarize the different synchronization period with different amount of synchronization points through off-line simulation, and the regression results are plotted as shown in Fig. 1. For the synchronization period equal and below 120 seconds, the average time error is always less than 1 time tick. However, when the synchronization periods grow more than 300 seconds, the fitting results would become worse with the increasing of fitting points. So our results can be used as a reference for selecting an optimal synchronization period.

![Fig 1. The results of the minimum distance square method in different synchronization periods](image)

When the synchronization period is small, the regression results with more fitting points will get better performance but on the other hand (with larger period), a small number of fitting points will get better results. The statistical results of the maximum errors are the same case as depicted in Fig. 2. So there must be a balance for synchronization periods and the amount of fitting points that can get optimal performance of time synchronization for WSNs.
We tested the time error for tens of nodes synchronized to the same reference node with different synchronization cycles and the result is shown in Fig. 3. When the synchronization cycle is less than 360 seconds the time error grows slowly from 1 time tick to 3 ticks and the growing trend increases more sharply with the increasing of time cycle. So it is possible to maximize the synchronization cycle under certain demand for time error. But is it means larger time cycle is better for network performance? Of course not! The average additional current caused by time synchronization process is show in Fig. 4. The curve is got from the testing of MICAZ nodes synchronizing with a reference node under different cycles and from the profile the average additional current used for synchronization decreased sharply with the increasing of synchronization cycle. In the picture the trend of average current can be fitted to an exponential curve, which means when the time cycle is large the effect caused by the synchronization process will be extremely small.
Based on the above analysis, there exists a relationship between time error and synchronization cycle as shown in Fig 3 and the same situation between average current and synchronization cycle. These two relationships can be modeled in equation 4. Here $y_1$ denotes as the time error of synchronization method with certain synchronization cycle $x$ and $y_2$ means average energy consumption (corresponding with the average current) changes with synchronization cycle $x$.

$$\begin{align*}
y_1 &= a_1 e^{nx_1} + b_1 \\
y_2 &= a_2 e^{-nx_2} + b_2
\end{align*}$$

From above model, we can achieve a proper cycle when the demand time error $y_1<\Delta e$ and energy consumption constraint $y_2<\Delta E$. By this method we can get the scope of synchronous cycle as demanded and the model is effective for saving energy.

**Conclusions**

This paper makes a simple analysis of the relationship among synchronous cycle, time error and energy consumption and an initial model of the relationship is given in the paper. The experiments and analysis in the paper show the feasibility of long cycle time synchronization for WSNs under certain limitation and the result will be helpful for the time synchronization method with low energy consumption. Further research may consider additional energy consumption caused by unreliable links that contribute to the synchronization overhead and accuracy.
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